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Brown Water 

Stop me if you’ve had this one. It starts out as an ordinary 

day, whatever that means in dreams. For me, it means that it’s dark 

outside—from rain, not from night—and I’m home alone, listening 

to the thunder and terrified by the knowledge that someone will 

break into my house. This isn’t a hypothetical horrific possibility. 

It is going to happen. Somebody has already decided to break into 

my house, and I know this, I know it in the way that you know 

things in dreams. There are no phones. There is no one I can call. I 

don’t know what the intruder is going to want from me, but I know 

that they will find me. 

 Then the nightmare begins. I see it in a sweeping, 

panoramic view of the city. The levees fall like a line of dominos, 

and the water comes down from the sky in torrents. Water blurs the 

lens of the camera, or maybe my eyes, I don’t know which. 

Everything is water. The calm brown river that I know so well rises 

up like a mud-formed monstrosity, howling. The water creeps into 

pores and potholes, saturating places and memories of places. 

Soaked napkins swim through submerged restaurants, 

disintegrating; water corrodes Jeanne d’Arc’s painted armor. My 



city has surrendered. Her defenses are broken, there is no struggle 

to be made, and still the water falls upon us like the wrath of God. 

 Back to me, in my house, the words in my mind breaking, 

giving way to wailing wind and thunder, and every minute the 

water rising. Seeping into the body of the piano, thoroughly 

soaking the capillaries of every book we own, corrupting our hard 

drives, growing mold in our cabinets. Nothing to be done. No way 

to fight back. This is the kind of water you don’t want to swim in, 

sickly brown with sewage and God-knows-what-else, repulsive 

and putrid and pouring into my house. 

 I wish it had been a murderer, a rapist, a thief. In dreams 

I’ve fought them off a thousand times. I know it can be done. But 

there is nothing you can say or think or feel in the face of this 

water, nothing that will make it any better when it creeps up your 

legs, laps at your waist, sends tendrils of rancid fumes crawling 

into your sinuses, paving the way for the water that comes and 

continues to come, rising over your neck, your chin, your closed 

lips or screaming mouth. 



 

There are things moving under the water. 

Water hides things, enormous things that would drag you under 

with a calm indifference.  

There are things moving under the water that can hardly be 

imagined. There are distances under the water that make me sick 

with fear.  

I do not doubt that when our civilization dies, it will be swallowed 

by water. By tsunami or hurricane or thunderstorm or flood, water 

will roar and seep and drip into our dry places, corroding 

everything that we built to last. Our cities will shelter barrier reefs, 

and the rooms of my house will be cradles for strange fish. 





My Siren 

This is not the first time I’ve slunk beachside and slippery scaled 
my way to your seaside chambers where the waters hiss 
as waves whale against stone walls, the barrier reef 
barring always and only you from me. 

This is not the last time I’ll scratch at my barnacled mossiness,  
rough scales flaking and falling from under sharp fingers  
dancing on iridescence, tap-scratching to misery, 
wanting to scrape away all that is green in me. 

This is not the first time I’ve gaped wide the hole of my mouth 
And sung songs for you—slip from your bed in the night, 
lean light on your window and stare at star silver 
on lapping infinity, parent and enemy. 

This is not the last time I’ll see you and tremble, my hips and heart 
aching and yawning with a dull thirst, struck blind, quivering 
for you, your name the tightness between fused thighs 
pressed together in black lonely intimacy. 

This is the only night, I pray, my heart will hurt so sharp as now,  
your face my own turbulent earthquake, sobbing between stones, 
slick tears sliding into star-watched shuddering somnolence, 
water filling the space where your arms should be. 





             I want to eat the heat in your neck 

Crystal sand fills my mouth 

I cannot speak my lips are cracked 

On the back of your neck 

Stealing the last of your warmth 

I scream foam and bubbles and iron 

The beach melts under my fingers 

I cannot speak (or breathe) 

I cannot write (on wet sand) 

                            Cracked      open 

                          as we part 



In That City 

 In that city, the dead do not stay in the ground. Lay your 

grandmother to rest, mark her passing with a stone, and at first 

flood she will be up and bobbing like a bloated, decay-scented 

cork. She’ll come knocking her head against your door, borne by a 

deluge of water that smells like death. It sounds like someone’s 

nightmare, but it’s true. It’s happened before. When the water 

recedes, the ground will be littered with bodies, and the air will be 

heavy with the stench of sickness and rot. 

 I am away from home, and my veins bleed swampwater, 

and I wake in the night smelling spices that are not there. Here the 

dead are dead. A body left outside in a frozen winter will remain 

inhospitable to worms and flies. It will not stink for days. 

 I will not be a dead thing that refuses to make way for life. 

If I die here, send my body home, or I swear at first rain I will 

come bobbing up and swim through the streets, searching for doors 

to knock upon. 



END


